
XV Scanner™

Advanced Lung Scanning Technology

XV Scanner

• First dedicated lung function scanner

• Optimized for XV, improved sensitivity

• Better patient experience

• Rapid, automated scan (in 1–2 breath)

• Scan during normal breathing 

• Very low dose (< 1 typical chest X-ray)

The XV Scanner offers technological and 
competitive advantages over existing imaging 
modalities. It is the first dedicated lung scanner 
to provide non-invasive functional insights 
into breathing lungs—providing images with 
unprecedented levels of clinical detail and 
actionable information.

Challenges in Measuring 
Regional Lung Function

• $31 USD billion global 
diagnostics market 
opportunity ripe for disruption1

• 99% of current lung 
diagnostics consist of PFT, 
X-ray, CT, and nuclear 
medicine2

• Current imaging trades-off 
accuracy, sensitivity, cost, and 
radiation exposure, and don’t 
fully provide combined insights 
into the structure and function 
of the patient’s lungs at a 
regional level

Dynamic and functional lung 
imaging has lagged other 
imaging modalities.  New push 
to more personalized treatment 
includes matching therapy to a 
multidimensional assessment of 
specific patient attributes—the 
patient’s phenotype.3

For lung disease patients this means 
measuring the heterogeneity of the 
lungs, the non-uniform distribution 
of inspired air within the lung.4

Heterogeneity in the lung plays a key 
role in determining airway hyper-
responsiveness. By providing insights 
into disease mechanisms, functional 
measures of heterogeneity derived 
from imaging are associated with 
clinical markers of disease severity. 
Additionally, Heterogeneity is also 
an important predictor of treatment 
response.5
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XV Technology

The XV Scanner is designed to be 
compatible with  XV Lung Ventilation 
Analysis Software (XV LVAS), the first and 
only software-based image processing 
technology intended to provide 
reproducible quantification of ventilation 
for pulmonary tissue—to support diagnosis 
and follow-up examinations.

XV LVAS returns accurate four-dimensional 
quantitative measurements of regional 
ventilation deficiencies—by analyzing 
the motion of the lung tissue at 10,000+ 
locations within the lung during the breath 
cycle.

XV Technology operates with an improved 
sensitivity over non-invasive competing 
modalities—and without contrast agents.
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Click here to view the Ventilation Report in
our dynamic Report Viewer.

How to read the XV LVAS Ventilation Report

AA Regional Ventilation VisualizationRegional Ventilation Visualization

The Regional Ventilation Visualizations
indicates, through color, regional
specific ventilation at peak inspiration
for an AP slice and three (3) transverse
slices (Upper, Middle, Lower).
Ventilation values are normalized by the
mean specific ventilation. Red depicts
regions of low ventilation, green
depicts regions of average ventilation
and blue depicts regions of high
ventilation. Refer to Regional
Ventilation Visualization - Axial Slices
for slices with 8mm spacing.

Measurements are only provided for the
regions that have been captured in the
fluoroscopy images (i.e. areas not
imaged do not contribute to the
measurements).

BB Tidal VolumeTidal Volume

The Tidal Volume provides the volume
of air inhaled from start inspiration to
peak inspiration (i.e. the change in
volume of the lung over the breath),
measured in liters (L) of air. The tidal
volume is calculated from the regional
ventilation measurements to peak
inspiration.

Ventilation HeterogeneityVentilation Heterogeneity

Ventilation Heterogeneity quantifies the
regional variability of the ventilation.
The measure is the ratio of the
interquartile range to the mean of the
specific ventilation. Low Ventilation
Heterogeneity values are associated
with uniform ventilation throughout the
lung, while high Ventilation
Heterogeneity values represent
significant variability in the lung.
Ventilation Heterogeneity is widely
published as a recognized indicator of
lung health (see Wellman et al. in the
Instructions for Use).
The Ventilation Heterogeneity is
presented as three indices:
Total: the overall value of heterogeneity,
calculated using all regional specific
ventilation data (as displayed in the
Regional Ventilation Visualizations).
Small scale: the degree of
heterogeneity within local regions of the
lung (e.g. alveolar to lobar size),
calculated after first filtering out large
scale variations (i.e. scales larger than
64 mm / 2.5”).
Large scale: the degree of
heterogeneity within larger regions of
the lung (e.g. lobar and larger),
calculated after first filtering out small
scale variations (i.e. scales smaller than
64 mm / 2.5”).

Illustrative visualization (a) shows a
variation between the right and left
lungs, and (b) shows a checkerboard
variation. Case (a) results in a high
Total Ventilation Heterogeneity, a high
Large Scale Ventilation Heterogeneity,
and a low Small Scale Ventilation
Heterogeneity. Case (b) results in a high
Total Ventilation Heterogeneity, a high
Small Scale Ventilation Heterogeneity,
but a low Large Scale Ventilation
Heterogeneity.
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The frequency distribution of regional specific ventilation 
measured across the entire lung at peak inspiration. 
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United States 21255 Burbank Blvd, Suite 120 
 Woodland Hills CA 91367  |  1 833 987 2267
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 Carlton, VIC-3053  |  1 800 987 226
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